
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            

Alexandra, age 13 and in Year 8, has completed the Kumon English Programme in less than three years at the 
Kumon Point Cook Education Centre.  
 
“When I started Kumon, I knew how to read and write, but in school, English was not my strongest subject. From 
studying the Kumon English Programme, I have learned the skills to make English much easier for me,” she said. 
 
After starting on Level A1, Alexandra raced through the early levels, inspired by her love of learning. “The 
motivation that I had to complete the Kumon English Programme was from myself because I wanted to do the 
Kumon Programme to broaden my skills. My motivation was also from my parents as I wanted to make them 
proud.” 
 
She encountered some difficulties along the way but always had the support of Kumon staff. “To my Instructor, I 
would like to say thank you for everything such as supporting me the whole time and having my best interests at 
hear in knowing if I should repeat a topic or move on to a new topic,” she said. 
 
Her advice to other Kumon students is simple: “Don’t give up on the English Programme and try to finish it as well 
as to do the very best they can.” 
 
Alexandra is also studying three years ahead in the Kumon Maths Programme. 

 
Comments from Point Cook’s Instructor: Devani 
 
I remember Alexandra’s mum telling me at the time of enrolling Alexandra in the Kumon Math programme, and 
later the English programme, that it was Alexandra herself that asked her parents to enrol her in Kumon. My 
thoughts of Alexandra then, and still remain, are that she is self-motivated, independent and disciplined, a truly 
inspiring young girl with great character, always respectful, polite and patient.  
 
I am a firm believer that it is the most disciplined students that fair best at Kumon, and Alexandra is proof of that. 
She listens to and follows instructions and advice, completes her Kumon homework diligently and ensures that 
she marks and corrects her worksheets herself so that she is able to learn from her mistakes.  
 
Alexandra is also well on her way to completing the Kumon Math programme and aims to achieve that at the end 
of 2014. These amazing achievements will ensure that she completes her senior high school years very 
comfortably and successfully. Well done Alexandra! I am so proud of you! 
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